DOCTORAAT IN DE ECONOMISCHE WETENSCHAPPEN


DANIELE Gianmarco (13 juni 2015) ”The Family, the Mafia and the State: Essays on the Political Economics of Social Ties” - Promotor: prof. dr. Benny Geys


HUYBRECHTS Gert (7 februari 2014) ”The Effects of Volunteer Preferences on Nonprofit Organizations: a Theoretical Study.” - Promotors: prof. dr. Marc Jegers and prof. dr. Roland Pepermans

TINTIN Cem (31 oktober 2013) ”Essays on Foreign Direct Investment and International Trade.” - Promotor: prof. dr Luc Hens

VAN PUYVELDE Stijn (9 juli 2013) ”Applying Agency Theory to Nonprofit Governance: Theoretical and Empirical Contributions.” - Promotor: prof. dr Marc Jegers

YAO Jing (27 mei 2013) ”Essays on the Applications of Conditional Expectation in Finance and Insurance.” - Promotor: prof. dr Steven Vanduffel

HARDIES Kris (15 december 2011) ”The Gendered Production of Audit Quality” - Promotor: prof. dr Diane Breesch

BRUGMAN Paul (2 februari 2011) ”Essays on the New Dynamics in International Business” – Promotor: prof. dr Alain Verbeke

ELTALLA Abd-Hakeem (22 november 2010) ”Essays on the Palestinian Economy” – Promotor: prof. dr L. Hens
